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The experimental work described In this paper 
was carried out on sheet specimens of Stalloy and 
Mumstel, together with a few teats on bohys.
The main object was to determine the effect of 
magnetic polarisation due to previous magnetisation 
on the magnetisation curves and magnetic losses*
The specimens were tested with P.O. by means of 
ballistic galvanometer, and with' 50 cycle.A.C* supply, 
by means-of A*C* potentiometer and synchronous 
rectifier voltmeter.
The maximum reduction In permeabi11ty,at a given 
flux density, which was recorded In the D.G* tests 
amounted to about 45/* with Stalloy and Lohye compared 
with with tumetsl. The A.C. figures Were about 
the same for Stalloy and somewhat lower for Mumetal.
The P.O. hysteresis loss increased by a maximum amount 
of for Stalloy compared with 4> for llumetal.
The A.C..losses, Including eddy currents, showed smaller 
increases, which became hardly measurable In the case 
of *4umetsl. These extreme figures are obtained at 
very low flux densities, and following polarisation 
at very high magnetising force. Ho appreciable effect 
result© from polar!sation unless the normal working 
flux density la low and the polarising magnetising
force Is at least 5 times normal*
. The effect of polarisation on the shape and 
location of the hysteresis loops was Investigated*
The degree of stability of the changes was 
investigated and was found-to be surprisingly high 
with Stalloy. The polarisation'In Mumetal could 
be reduced, somewhat by vibration, A.C. magnetisation 
etc., but'only to the extent of less -than ,50>. It 
has been, shown that very serious polarisation can be 
produced in Mumetal by mechanical shock when the 
magnetising current is flowing.
Comparison of B.C., and A.C. magnetisation curves 
drew attention to the discrepancy between these, a 
subject which has received the'attention of many 
investigators recently. The curves are discussed and 
certain suggestions are made •
In an appendix, the theory of the ballistic 
galvanometer Is considered, with particular reference 
to the use of the instrument for.. Iron, testing when 
shunted to give critical damping.
fhm TG&e&rcb work, of which the. following thesis Is 
m description, originated In m very minor laves tigation* ■ 
This set out to find the magnitude of the Increase In the
errors of a current transformer, due to © p m  circuiting 
It# seeondtgFj circuit when, the primary winding was carrying 
current*
It soon bec&se apparent that If would tm desirable to 
extend the work to cower a much larger field, and deal 
with the general effects of residual magnetise in 
magnetic materials working with low alternating - flux
densities*
The-- tarn Magnetic Boiarisa.tion'% or'simply *Polarisation 
is used- hereafter to denote a magnetisation of higher 
magnitude t^ sn. normal, which leaves the material with a 
residual magnet Isa sufficient to alter Its *~r netle 
properties* . '
- It is immaterial whether this polarisation Is due to 
alternating or direct currents, since , If the alternating 
current is Interrupted suddenly, without- gradual reduction 
in rrgnltude, the same degree- of polarisation 1® obtained
as would result from sisenetlsatian with direct current of 
an equal maximum value*
. ''The .'theoretical aspect of ■ the problem Is comparatively 
simple* .-.Figure 0 allows ' a "hysteresis loop with n fairly V
high maximum flux, density* - . A ring; sample which has -
been polarised to .this flux density will, on the , ■
.removal of the magnetising, force, possess a retained
magnetism. or'retentivity 'OR. ; Subsequent" alternating •.
magnetisation of.'&" mmh lower 'magnitude will result in
■ the ring following a displaced' hysteresis'.loop ".such as
' ACA #C V  having Its negative tip A 1 ©lightly below., the .;
correspond lag point /on the main 'hysteresis loop. - : this ■ •
displaced -loop will require & larger■magnetlslrg force,".
for .the'' same r^\c :of- flux density, ■ than the corresponding
,loop for the demagnetised specimen- shown: as £&DfE ,"in the
.figure*:'' ■ In general also the. area of the displaced loop,".
'and therefore'the hysteresis loss in the polarised /
•. condition'' will -be greater than in, the demagnetised•-state*•
.It has been found that both the shape and posit Ion of the
.displaced loop are; remarkably•' stable, being unaffected
by the duration ofthe alternating mag net! sat ion,' after
.the first/few cycles,-' and also little affected;by :
vibration or mechanical shock* ":
y>icic/e
Some attempts'wereAla the early stages of the work ;
•to trace the reduction, in polarisation.during.'the first ■ ■
. few cycle© of alternating magnetisation,. but-'as the •« 
total effect was very small and the results somewhat \,':

erratic*' they are not reproduced in tbi£ paper.
ffe© extension of the investigation to the general 
ease was largely due to the fact that author could not 
discover any previous work- directly dealing with the 
subject*. ■■.. It la evident that polarisation of a high order 
say result fro® short circuit or other abnormal condition 
In any plena' of apparatus- which employs a magnetic, 
material#, normally working at low flux density. The 
subject seemed therefore of sufficient Importance to 
justify a fairly' extensive Investigation of-the effects 
of polarisation* 'Evidence'that the effects of 
polarisation were .negligible would be welcomed as useful 
Information,, ttosh not of ccmrse as Interesting ms 
results-' will eh s*I*bt lead to alteration of present methods*
fbe experimental work, described In this paper has been 
carried. out in the Electrical Laboratories of Battersea 
Polytechnic# London, chiefly during the period 1930 to 
1934* . the author*® norms! duties, and the use of
laboratories and apparatus for classes baa necessitated 
the- experiments being carried out in m. fragmentary 
manner, to- a large extent during vacation periods* 
Moreover,- mieh time toe been wasted' and experiments! 
work ren *ercd valueless due to disturbance of apparatus 
which fr i to b# used for class work*
3-4 . :
f tm sutfcor would Xt&e to actaotXedge his Indebtedness
to the Brifielpsl sad Ctoirsraiiig Bodf of Battersea
Volf technic for affording fee11itlas for Urn work* mad
\
particularly to Mr* JUf* Pov^r for his advice and 
inspiration*
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EXPERIMENTAL .METHODS*
SPECIMENS.' ■; ■ . ■
Stalloy Large Rectangular specimen.
This specimen, which is illustrated in Fig.l is 
made up of rectangular Stalloy .stampings 0*5 ms. thick, 
and was used for most of the ballistic tests on this 
material.
Data s-
Area of cross section, 18*2 sq.cm
Length.of mean line, 122 cm.
Number of turns in magnetising winding 1000
Number of turns in secondary winding 25 or 5•
Stalloy. ring specimen.
This specimen, Illustrated in Pig.2 is a small
current transformer core consisting of ring stampings,
0*5 mm. thick, having a permanent secondary winding of
59 turns. Various additional windings were provided
during the course of the experiments. This specimen
was used for the whole of the alternating current tests
:on Stalloy.'
Data :-
Area of cross section, 9*9 sq.cm.
Length of mean line, 25*9 cm.
It is realised that, with this specimen, the value of H 
must vary slightly from the inside to the outside of the
92
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ring, owing to the small mean diameter compared with the 
radial thickness* Ho correction has "been made for this 
however as percentage changes rather than absolute- values 
are the aim of this work* ■
Lohys Specimen..
' This specimen is very similar to th© large - rectangular 
Stalloy specimen. ■ ;
Data : -■ ;
Area of cross section, IT sq.cm.
■ Length-of;mean line, 122 cm.
Mo. of turns of magnetising winding 957 
Ho. of secondary turns various.
Mumetal Specimen.
This specimen, illustrated in Fig.3* is also a
current transformer core in the form of a ring. In
this case th© ring is mad© of a long strip of mumetal
made up in a tight spiral*
Data i - ..."
Area of cross section, 10.1 sq.cm.
Length of mean line, 24*0 cm.
The specimen has been provided with various magnetising
and secondary windings, details of which are given In
the description of the experimental work.
u n c T f l L
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BAhhlSTICR GALVANOMETER TESTS .
The instrument employed for most of this work was 
specially made by H. Tinsley & Co. / and has an excep­
tionally long periodic time of swing, with comparatively 
high sensitivity and a high value of parallel resistance 
.for critical damping.
" \The:constants of the instrument are as: follows i-
Sensitivity, 2800 mm. deflection per microampere
; at 1 m&tre. ■
Resistance of movement, 4790 ohm.
Periodic Time of Swing (undamped), 16.5 sec.
Damping resistance 18000 ohm.
The long periodic time is obtained by the use of a
suspension 22 cm. long and by the use of small balance
weights'■ mounted on arms under the galvanometer; ease.
■ Some of the earlier work was done on a Gambrell
cable testing galvanometer having a periodic time of
10 sec. . This galvanometer was made from a low period •
.■ instrument' by suspending a cylindrical lead, weight '
below the coil, out of th© field of the magnet. Both
instruments were of the permanent magnet, moving coll
type.
The connections employed are shown in Pig. 4*
The tw& ammeters used for measuring the magnetising 
current were
1 . Weston precision ammeter 0 - 1 0  amperes
2. Siemens precision ammeter with shunts for
67S
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0*13* 0*3*- 0*75* 1*5* 3*0.end .7*5 amperes,• which c m  be 
■very, ©aslly ©hanged* The supply is taken through either 
of the two ammeters by a two-way plug switch, which also 
alters th# arrangement of the resistances* With the 
larger ammeter in circuit,, the heavy current rheostats 
only are connected and these will carry currents up to 
10 amperes. • With the lower range ammeter, the 67 ohm 
rheostat ®«y be used either in series or as s potentiometer, 
providing; currents from 1*5 o “meres down to tero*.
The reversing switch la' of., the mercury cup-type, and 
has two es.tra eups, by m m m  of .which a n .additional 
rheostat may b e ■inserted in the circuit when the • main 
rocker Is on the•right hand aide*. These extra - cups•are 
normally shorted by means of a link*. ■
When a B - I! curve Is to be obtained,. the link la in 
place, and the magnetising current reversed, • the ballistic 
galvanometer reading giving the corresponding.change in 
linkage or flux density* In, the case of a. Hysteresis Loop 
the intermediate point© are obtained either by-a sudden 
increase In the re si stance in th© magnetising current 
circuit, without reversal| or by revereing.the current 
and, at th© asm# tits#,. inserting the extra resistance*
In the first ease the link Is removed to effect the' 
desired change,‘th© rocker being on the right hand side..
In/the second ' the change is effected by moving the 
rocker from the'left to the right hand side#'.the link -. 
having, previously teen removed*'' ""la either esse"-the" 
resulting value of S is found from the'change from "the ■ 
initial positive or negative maximum value*.
In th# ease of the:loops in the polarised State# It 
is necessary.to■obtain a complete m %  of points for both 
positive' end negative currents#: since the'loop® are • 
distorted * ■ In the demagnetised condition# as th®. loops 
are" symmetrical about either axis#,, it is necessary- to 
obtain'points with.* positive values of current only*
A" reversing- switch is placed in the secondary 
circuit so 'that all deflections m y .he In the same • 
direction,# thus obviating zero creep, of .the galvanometer*
' the ' galvanometer was calibrated b y m m m  of a. 
Campbell Variable Mutual inductance.having a maximum 
value of 11 #000 microhenry. . the fixed resistance 
secondary of this was permanently in series with the 
secondary winding on the .specimen# and the primary of 
the mutual induelance could' be connected la place of the- •-• 
specimen primary by means'-of a two-way hey* Xn most of" 
the work the galvanometer, series. resistance was set so M' 
to make th® galvanometer direct reading In change of flux 
density. - By having two secondary windings# with numbers
24
of . turns In the ratio of 5 to i* a largo range of flux 
dans ity' changes c eh bo ©ov#r©6. with one value of eerie© 
resistance*.
BALL 101XCT OMV* o  ^ ? M i l U M *  ' ■
■A considerable ©.mount of attention km been.devoted 
to ibi© .question*". It ©wem© to ,ba usual ■ in this country 
to arrange .the galvanometer with m  email an amount of 
clamping as possible', and work was commenced with this 
arrangement* With the very delicate suspension employed, - 
trouble was experienced due to Irregular vibration in the 
building* - ttm galvanometer had to be. kept.aborted'until, 
immediately be for©., taking the reading, mnd erratic reading© 
were periodically . experienced due . to - this: causa,' necessitating 
repeating .©very..- reading two or - three tints* . . further the • 
open circuit, sero generally differed from th© shorted zero 
due to„ thermal.or •.contact S *M*F,s* y
It was decided . to ...experiment-, with.-, th© galvanometer 
approximately critically damped, obtained by means•of■shunt
s
realstance*' It was first ascertained by careful
experiment that the relation between deflection and 
change of linkage remained linear with different values 
of flux 'density'm&'that the calibration with the standard 
mutual inductance could km relied upon* fha problem of 
th© critically'damped and shunted galvanometer was also ■
investigated mathematically together with .ether., aspects 
of. ballistic. galvanometer. theory * An account. of, this
work appears in Appendix X* •
ts a. result of this change tho\epeed-of ...testing, was 
considerably increased* due.largely, to.the galvanometer 
automatically, returning to aero 1b the,minimum time#..
It m m  also found that that the readings were much .more 
eonststent at vibratIon. had much Xesa..'effect - on the 
galvanometer* • /with regard to the accuracy, with which 
the deflect ion could be reed* although the time taken . 
to reach the. maximum value is less, the rate of.change ■ 
of deflection with timevwitb critics! damping,is very 
much the same, in the neighbourhood of the maximum reading* 
as with negllgmbX# damping. this is Illustrated in 
the curves of figs * 44T44.4. showing the calculated deflect ion 
time curves for the. two esses. There Is, of course, a 
considerable reduction in sensitivity* but this Is rarely 
of much Importance In iron testing where it can be 
compensated for by decrease in series resistance or Increase 
in' secondary turns.
Some attempt was made to use m ^HulX* method* by 
opposing the E.pbF’s* induced in the secondary windings 
of the specimen and mutual inductance. The difference 
in the time constants: of the two- circuits resulted in & • 
double deflection and in view of this together with the
26
longer tins required to obtain m reading*. the method was 
abandoned. . It is p a sslfeleth&t, if the two primary
windings could be-eoimected is series* gad with a long 
period galvanometer or preferably a fluxmeter, t&e ^tsull® 
■method would give a -greater accuracy*
attempt .was - made at a certain stag© to use a ' 
Cambridge Grsssot fluxmeter is the place of- the ballistic 
galvanometer* h preliminary calibration of the 
instrument showed that the accuracy obtainable with it 
was not as good m -  could be  obtained with the ballistic 
galvanometer, and that the fltuuaeter had no advantages 
over the latter instrument*
27
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Is addition to SaXlisile. Oalvanemeier teats* it was 
thought desirable to obtain iaagnstisat.lon curves and 
curves of iron losses* now l3*cludXn& eday current losses* 
with alternating su&gneil action at 53 cycles per second* 
fliia Investigation* while not giving as mints Inforstmtioa 
on the fiature of the s® produced by polarisation*
denis with t!m mrtal prmetiesl conditions* .
i e -e maasurssiests the 0aXX finsley Co-ordinate 
type of &#C*. iPoteniioseter m s  chosen* ftm A*C*
' pot etilome tar feftm the advent over other methods teat 
its rllllty to measure very * ^11 trait r« -s and • powers 
enables st.&IX specimens' having windings of comparatively 
fe# turns to.-be -used*’
’■ fie general schema m s  to measure the vector® of 
primary. ■ current and Iltl*f* induced in ft secondary wincting, 
Froa these the total Iron losses and the P.1.S* value of 
' the nrg netteing current can be obtained directly* - in 
er&e* to get t * ~ A%.s%m values of T^netislng 'current 
sr.d ft.*\ density*' It la necessary to have certain 
Information ftbm.it the‘wave forms of the current and 
’ induce! v sit age* In tbs present 'worlc, ilia, primary 
current mss constrained to follow a Bln# ware by' keeping; 
a large. r* ^-lnductlv-* n ^ U l M c t  is series with the
rrl’irrs rtodiay* $>0 & result -of this tie rrconsfcry IhS*
will usee:earlly be distorted* flit A*g* ^toBtioaeter 
fives the P*.*C*. vslm#- of the- fundamental component of ’ 
this ^ve, vhercas 'wb&t is required for calculation of 
the max town value of fXmc density is the Mesa 'Value of 
tie'Half w t  e of ' • ■
'■■■• Various dev lees «ere tried for measuring thi s Itsi 
Value* ■' lietsil and ffe#rsiOBio Valve rectifiers-were ' • 
diaerrlcl on account of the sort-linear ity of their 
e 'rrscterlaiic# at low voltages* sad ' finally s. half-wave 
nech^nto^l rectifier was ho.lit aatl used if* eonaectlofi 
with a s^sltlve untplvot c^iviusosieter# . -A description - 
of this to^trratni I# gtoen later to this section* ■■■'The 
nsc r U c c X  rectlf tor' vollsseter «ns calibrated o a i  '• 
simisioitol vo-llege consisting of the.. i*B~ across a soit* 
Inactive • resistance* m m  % cn used to obtain -a
curve' relating the -value - of itsu; fusto^ntsl '
COBrvmeat of the ■I n d u c e d w i t h  lit true n**n. vstoe, 
with etch eoeoi * i& both de ^ w* ^ llsed- r i polarlged... 
elates*. the rectifier wms .not. « s d :tor every.reading, 
because,' firstly',, it was not'sellable for the earlier, 
sad secondly -the load.Imposed l| i 3 synchronous ■ 
5t?-r tf I er upset t-he .circuit conditions* ,. ■
f hs. csKspleie circuit diagram employed tor these ■ 
tests is given to fig* 5*. It Is cot proposed t o . explain
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in detail ■Hr^x the theory, and method of calibrating and 
using the potentiometer*/as fsr; ©a this is common .■/ 
knowledge* there are - however some special points of 
interest In correction-with'the arrangements employed • 
end experience coined* ■la-connection rlih ttm theory*
it was felt tlmfc the phase splitting circuit eaoloyed. •...
with t-iiis potentiometer, might* with advantage# receive 
so?e Investigation* .The rector diccrem for this, with 
all the vectors -draw to scale end in their correct 
positions, Is given "la fppemllx; %*
The X.C* Ea^oiy was obtained from a sms 11 three 
ptisee alternator of the rotating pole type driven by &
T**C+ shunt motor* The. P*€*- motor and the alternator 
field were supplied from a Xmrw  ^loo volt battery* Ev©n ■ 
with this grx^fi^aht It was exceedingly difficult- to' 
keeo the alt^r^icn voltage and ■ frequency sufficiently 
stesfty* The commutator end slip rings required frequent 
cleaning * and the set haft to be run for at le**t en 
hour to warm up' before read logs eouli be tasen* *’ore 
trouble was experienced with the slip rings torn with the 
eo^.’Jtrtor* the reflecting dynamometer which indicates 
the current in 1-ha In fbs-se Potentiometer has a sensitivity.: 
such ’that 1 *5-1. on the .scale corresponds to a variation of 
1 rcrt in X'vno; in voltage.;. s M  it rmo found' quite 
difficult to keep the spit for any length of time within
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1 ei, on either &tim of- the- Eero* It w&s found* 
however* that if the potentiometer -were -heleneed without
i
■ payl'sr -Bttmtiaa to wariatlams of voltage* provided tliss
WCVC
. re*:cons.bly small* when the voltage■was brought ‘h m k
to %m  correct valuev the Imlanee w-ss palais!ned#or at 
tlri# worst a. very small readJusisaent- was r^ ouired*
■ f-fe# fait fart of the alternator emaioyed ?$*«
(T\ .-. naturally ratfeer fsaor* cont&I&lh? h*rao&tcs of tn© order
of the lltb.fr t®sl 13-t.h due to tooth-ripple®* ".■ It wbb found 
possible to ollsilrrate these- and other .harmonies--practically
' co~^eiety- fey easolajlrc & tuned elreutt# coos la ting - of 
an air roll of stout 0*3 henry in aeries with :,s\ variable 
. eonlemepy in the supply' leads feeding- both ' potent lame ter
end speel.&en*- the resulting: wave form of volte&e, taken 
with a youheri eon 1-sot r end I!.».€* potentiometer* is 
sh0«fj In-figure 6* "The' difference between'star ting end
^  •; finlrhlv voltages In this tiie Is due to variation in
Alt a m  a tor ::*IS*F* whlen nos falling alo 1  ^ *. to 
tennersture rise of iim field* As the total current 
taken .froia'th®- sltern^ior v b s newer sore lbs'll 2 &*. peres* 
the volt ^ j ® drop In the tuned .circuit waa hearer ssorts-thaa 
about C volts# ■
uppifr V
no
• The measurement 'of frequency coastituted e problem 
of gome difficulty which was eventually solved in a
very simple ray*. -With' the ©til Potentiometer* ',• the ■ '; 
frequency sjusi. mot • only. to. tept constant# tut*, for the 
Calibration. of the • Quadrature potent lose ter, must he . 
krarn* accuracy. of frequency- sett Ire should- be of
the srae order as the accuracy. of tsdjnsiirni of, the 
current in the In Fhaae potentiometer# that Is ehout 
1 pert In £ fhm final eolation of the problem,
involved the use', of the electrically me in talked tuning- 
fork vibrator of a. Eoberteoo -stroboscope* ; Ja this 
inslmmeat# ihe.two.&ra® of the' fork carry 11 tt venes. 
which-have slots so placed that# wfym the: forks are 
vibrating, at, 5$ cycles per .second.., 100 glimpses per 
second' ere obtained through. the slots * A neon lamp 
n u l l e d  fro-is the-, alternator ttxt~u a c“ 11 • step- up • 
ti*rc£o -er «me viewed, t&rou a i* ** e ©lots, that is '
100 tlirs second* tfeaa the'frequency was exactly
50 cycles per second, tbe: Xsitp ao^rsred. to'.be either • 
slight or ont tli#. whole time-* . it was quite'easy to 
adjust the frequency to give & €*^rtnre froi 5- cycles 
per second of not more t* ** 1 cycle in. 5 or 4 minutes, 
representing an accuracy' of ssy 1 t&ri in ID#000* The 
accuracy of the tunins fork itself was checked'by s
with. a. a to p watch the revolutions of a synchronous 
motor# turn frequency being edyustedt so that a stroboscopic
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attached be the motor# appeared ctattanary, when 
vlevtd tfcro-* ^ the vibrator* The ©toe w#lca we.® then 
cheeked easiest-©m fecearaie eloe&« The resultimg 
«rrt>r to. 11-3 vibrator we© found ta; be I rert is 1250 
f feet) m% & temperature of 17+5°C* This was eon^iered 
to be sufficiently aor\ist# and .the effect of temperature 
variation; was also Ignored as the roots was maintained at
/£TN
a fairly constant temperatiire* .a.-.
COlOOfaf i m  -Of
~ c pa^nilties derived from the A,*5*. potentiometer
teats are the following. w .
..11.1X 1 volts per tirm Induced in the r > $rf winding:
: Sliltwatts of -iron losses- ■...
■. 'Maganiisl^v ampere turns 
If the readings are represented by : -
S In phase co -sc* '*?#> t at of tb# secondary voltage 
%* . Quadrature *■*-' #*- . .*« ★ *■■
v • In phase oo’aporent of to a volt©~* ft on i cross
t1 e non-laduelive recistfsc^ 0 In the primary 
v f **o rear t* ilrv ' uadrsture eowortcnt*---■
If 11X1 volt© rer tura   . _._
which fa verged out on the- slid# rule in the form
"*1 '^- I /o’-1*!,.••,,,• :.,3-;../ at,:--. . J ** ‘ “- *
V • f t ’)
'umiwsitt® iron losses * 1000•Hi
■--- —  { E*V ♦ E *.V*)
r.m2
Magnetising top. turns » ^  f .v.i;* - v f*B |
E ' E2 ♦ B t2 \
* . :* IDOQ.% Jv.E* - ¥*.?, I
R*Sg ( ®¥* per turn j. 
where end Bg are the primary and secondary turns 
respectively*
■ For comparison with the ballistic tests the 
values of millivolts per turn have to be converted to 
the equivalent flux 'densities# and the ampere turns 
to maximum.values.
The rectifier voltmeter used for obtaining the 
mean values of secondary E*M*F. was calibrated by means 
of the potentiometer with voltages of sin©'wave form*
When used with the specimen its readings give 1*11 times- 
the true mean value of the The test® with the
rectifier were used to obtain the ratio of this quantity 
to the ■!*!!*IV'obtained from the potentiometer readings; 
and this ratio la called the *#eye form correction factor** 
and la ■denoted by gv * Iw would he unity with a sine 
wave and 1® inversely proportional to the fora
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' faster-. . -
"••Tfaa .flux donaliy i# then giwefi fef r~
m '■ ,i[n3 .£& ** m
_ x .my* per tura
4*44* A* f
.-this"figure is of course the msxlsiom value of the flux'
'tensity 0n ttsa loop iriftraM.
tinea tha 'magnetising- eurrtui is olnueol&al* the
m m t s m m  v&iuo of the super# tarns is 1*414 times the 
rus..§* value* ■
r r:r r ^  \ • **' *
to small 5 phas# aynebronoua motor driving
a ^oubort smatsiet maiogsr was adapt#6 for this purpose#
4 br&sa ring about 6- in* di*uasl#r and f In*- .r&dl&l. 
thickness was ssmnted on the s M t  of ^ the ebonite disk 
carrying the rotating contact* ft small ■ square station 
copper- organtto brash was. arreag&d to . bear.-.oa.. the site 
of t M s  ring. ■■ ftie brush-wa® rigidly -attached to a. 
spring which is fixed to an insalating iirm.whish.eafi fee
t  ■
rotatod fey m M n s  . of a worst sisl worst wheel* ... fh@ brscs 
ring is eat into- four sectors by narrow b#.w cuts, two 
opro? i t e  segments feeing abort - o f -the quadrant. by - twice 
tha brash width# • fte -brush-. thua makes contact. with
these segments for exactly 90- degrees.of rotation* 
ffees® two segment a arc connected through n sllpring on
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.the shaft to soother bru«rfc>a»d :tfee retaining two segments
are lusti.lsiei* t :hm rmmil%- is.that the 'two-■ brushes are 
,connected for exactly half of iicfe cycle of the supply 
frequency Mid insulated for th© othmr half* fht . 
secondary wtodtog on the sp«eim©a m m cmr ectsd through 
.the fra"1 tg to &.«mlpivet galvaro ~t«r. i M c h  gives s'- 
full sc ale deflection with 240 mloroa^peresy tkm  
resistance of th# circuit belas asrda u p ; to, generally,
3500 ohs. the ggtXy#no53@tor'sivoo a deflection propor­
tions! the sear ’talus of the Induced irhen'-the
tra-u position Is adjusted to gtir® remains.
feasible f«sit af error'in.'this'rectifier roll* 
meter are leek of rno& arm f in the period of coat set 
and brush contact voltage drop.- It wee found w r y  
difficult to cnsurs that contact was tsM© for exactly 
90 decrees; but,is ^easurIsg the istn value’of an 
-alternating voltage*'■ at the'points of making and 
breaking contact* the"voltage is practically xcro end.
the error due-to this cause mitt b# exceed 1 sgiy smell*
>
.toreower the error will1 %m A  to he compensated by - a 
similar- srror made' la calibrating on m sine wave of
volt&g#* ■ .with-.-regard to brmsh contact drop/calibration 
.curves are absolutely stmifhi lines passing"through ■ aero,
with voltages ranging t r m  0*15 to 1*2$. w i t s , . showing 
that the eoatart drop must also 'be negligible!
' The'rectifier voltmeter does* of course,. impose a ■ 
loud o~ the secondary' tlMing* is- mot used- therefore 
to obtain. absolute : readings of E*l*i?** but. only the 
w i B  fora correction factor* the value® of K nn& %* 
m m lo ^ € Z  i n  the- calculation are ts&e» with the rectifier 
disconnected* .
■although under Maul conditions' the-'calibration ■ - " 
carves five a straight line* a considerable'. amount of - 
trouble isas ea^erlenced: with brusfe contacts*:-.' rjMr.soon..' 
as the ring became slightly-dirty, which" happened after 
a. few minute# rmmlag, the. reading fell slightly-''end ’ 
then became unsteady* - This.'trouble could be ■ avoided 
by fre-^ ae^ t, cleaning./ of the riag.# and eventuslXy ft: k&s 
made tbs standard-procedure to clean .the'/ring half a 
alisate before- each reading* By doing this' the:-readings-. 
could-he. reproduced to a very 'high degree-of. accuracy, 
but not of course -approaeblng. .that of-. the JUC* pot m t i m m ter 
readings*-;;. Occasionally read .Inge were attained differing 
frma the- etirr# by as much .ms 1 percent*’ The actual 
curves of *•.*& font correction factor,' feeing, dratm”from 
a" large r *cer of points may. 'be' is son 'to .be reasonably 
accurate*..'
.The results of ■ v m m  teats plotted In Figs,*
? to '1? inclusive.;-
llg*?, shows .the B-S eume■■o.f -the ■ epeoiisea-la tb«
netlsed and,Folsriesd. • slates• ■ -hemsgnstlsBtlon 
was effected fey a process of reversals • of. the magnetising 
current , which vis at- tfcs? ©mac ' %lm gr? dually reduced In 
. value * The specimen * as polarised by passing a current 
of 5 cocerem through,!he aagaetlelng winding.,' reversing 
two or tires times -.then switching off .* . %, no ■values of 
•II.and B corresponding to .this current' ere'51*6 and 
X4#S~B respectively* • • The .Polarised i-B curve' was then 
trk?n in the. ordinary; way,• readings feting, n at each 
value of current after.20 reversals*- , **.•* curve thus ■
obtained gives* not ..the actual value of flux .density
in erecl&en#' but the Increase and decrease mhmm 
and feslo^ & si s^s residual flux density sue to pol^rlsstiOB 
On 1 * ssas graph {fig*?} are plotted e.i * r o f point®, . 
ecets one eorre&,*ondlnc to s. hysteresis loop taken fester.
The good agreement, between these.points iid the
. polarised, curve Is interesting sa in the'ease of the 
. hysteresis l mps§ mm&h separate loop wg.a precesd^cl fey
JyTPi Luoy <5p£,c>he
@  ~Po i n ts -/ Vo
/IrtPiz Ri:s
polarlss-iton m  optmm®& to one paler 1 set ion for the 
whole B~E curve*
II is interesting %& notice the very law veins
of Ini tie-1 ?@r&@sbt.ltt7 * ■ In the De^mrne timed case 
the portability oorrmptm&lng, to the lowest rm &&tn$
1$ gsbant '8 0 0 - 'ffitre is of course present in this 
ease a superposed: erase awfpiotisatian. due to the 
«®rth.*» field*
Fig *8 show® the corresponding Ret@ntlv.it7 curves»
In the i»olsris#d condition* over a considerately range, 
there ere .'two v&lues for mmIt current* These correspond 
to dene It. lee the mm  positive the other necetlve'
■to. the'mean axis of the dlspl&eed- loop* Tim f.etentivitj 
fsliit In - the direction of polarisation is the higher.
It sonia appear. froa. these enrvee thet the. die tort-ion 
of the- loop* ss shown tef the .difference feetween the two 
fteteniivity values* might fee used #t convenient ®ns 
sensitive test of denagp^ttsetlan-.
It in Interesting, to note the absolute saturation 
point reached in the ■ detent ivitf value at s flux dsnsiij 
o f  695r% O m m *  the-vain© of R  «V wh-icm this saturation, 
occurs in 11.*$% .correspondis^ .to t sisxiaaiw flux density 
o f  1 2 f loo &mm&*
__5«« u o v .  ~R
Figures 9 to 15 -show hysteresis loops ts&enat 
maximum flux densitie® of .300# 500# TOO# 1000* 1500# 
2000 ana 3000 Oauss* ' In each ease a loop is given 
with.'the specimen in the demagnetised state ana one 
folloifiag polarisation to a flax density of 14.500 
Oauss* ,. Is place of -B as ebselasae a scale of ssperes 
is usai for these curves# hut m constant is given fey 
iseaiSB of whleh the currents .can. he-, converted to values 
of 1- is lines per sq* esu . In the cases of the 500 
'and 1000 Csuss loops# polarised loops are also given 
far a lorer degree of polarisation* ■ a series- of loops 
were- also taken at higher- flux densities than 3 0 0 0# 
hut ..these sre not shown as the demagnetised end : 
polarised loops were practically coincident.* In all 
cases between, polarisation and the- taking ...of the . 
polarised loop# .the ' current was given SO- reversals 
at - the value r* ulred for the loop eosccrrtd* the 
atahillty.;of these polarised ■ loops and the effect of 
more drastic Intervening treat c**t Is discussed later* 
In figure 16 curves of hysteresis, loss in Ergs 
per cycle p«r cu* cm* are glv#a» obtained from the 
areas of .the preeee&lng fey stare si© loops* A curve 
of percentage IB©r#asa In losses due to; polarisation 
plotted 1 m i  flux density is also -given-In this
ftm percs. 
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■ the §inti discussed ilott fflpras 9 fa 15)-
&ive tio Ir "le^tlm of the- obsoXute postfloo of the
polarise loors, fhot • is ©f -the -truevalues- of flax
density ©oiiceraed* the.loops are plotted 'ebon,t ©a
orbltrsry ■ sero ■ o f ' fltix  density isidsmy be twee® ■ the .
two max limn values* ■ In'Order: to obtain inforamtion
ebonl these absolute .values, the following: proeMduro
oa* adopteds~ • After ©self loop had bee® bake®*.
e s c v ^ r v  that the specimen had or%.lamXly been
polarised X® the positive direction* 'the r?\ ^ 1 1  sat Ion
fr/ve.
was changed suddenly f m  the ii;:.w :11tt]‘ .retent.lv liy 
value on the small po larised; loop to  - the negative • . 
msxismn value on the main polarlslos- loop* this 
requiredL a ohsnge of ampere- turns from sero-.t© minus 
590*'- She belllstlo galvanometer deflection 
eon eo^oBdisg to  th is  etsaar^ gives l!a© jnmp from a 
point on the' polarised loop to the mmxhmm val 110 -on 
the main-. loop* '-fhle value ids checked by a .reversal 
of the nsfnetislhs force* In figure- XT.-each of the 
polarise! loops I# plotted In its correct. .position 
with reenact to the main loop* fhis .diagram shows"
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tb&t:\fnre&ch m m ®  the .negative tip of the easel!'--a
polarised loop has dropped very little from Its 
theoretical position on the main loop. figure 17a 
shows the- displacement of the axes of the .polarised 
loops plotted ©gainst amplitude*
. certain tests were taken at this'stage to ■ 
Investigate the degree of stability of the polarised 
loops* :' •. the results of these are- summarised In 
fable {%}» ■ -feats' 1 sad' 14 refer to the demagnetised. 
condition eod are-given for'comparison with the-other 
results*..'• tests 2 to $ were- tslcea under ’ the eoadiiicms- 
nerm&lly employed for the B-h and Eetenttvtty«£i eufvea . 
■end for the hysteresis loops whan the specimen i# In ; 
the polarised state* After poXarissti^i-the'.current 
required to gift the desired smell' leopvds .found* and 
is -reversed .50- times before ■ the readings vers .taken* • 
tests € ,®nd ? show the effect of a larger number of 
reversals ©eceiapaaied by a slight vibration of the 
'bench« : ■ 1b test Eo.S' after polarisation the specimen'" 
was sharply with a hammer several times* In
teste 9 to 13 the specimen mm® subjected to 53 
frequency alternating current magnetisation of the 
saint: peals or maximum value as- Is required for the 
norms 1 polarised loop* In noma of these, easesu&$ 
there any marked reduction in the effects of 
polarisation. feats 15* 16 end IT deal with
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i^ : alternating ®ag»eilssi'ie& off slightly hl£te*er
’r&ltiow,;. finis- Is seen to reduce oosstAtraMy ilia
effect off' polarisation m  m loop tekeo ©ulssocjuoatly
el.the loiter current* fto flux densities eorrespea**
diag'to- these slt#msMyig currents ere about IftHI
ssi 330 respectIveXy# these ere shout twice srid
three the density ei which the polarised loop
was afterwards ia&eiu ^eete 13 to 21 refer'to
moil smaller polertsin& flux densities. test «0
soplles’to tli# listsrmmAlstm loop of figure IS.
these _ tests sisctw tlsil to produce so appreciable
alteration la ih® permeability or hysteresis-less
its#- rolsrlstng fflus density tea# to'to at least ■'"
fir# ttesg the aormml density*
It Is ooilemhle that the figures Eetchtisity
@ml 01splicer *»t off the m tm on the polarised loops
ere sufej#et to e0HifiilermfelB variations* the
$?eieatlwlly values In tost'2 ere auch higher itetim
i
la ell the other tests* this pecal^rlty r* i l m  to 
all the- values off the polarised- Eeientivlly curves 
off figure 8* mud is possibly due to- the semesfe&t 
dlffff<,>'*nf c** iitlaas wider which these values sere
obtained. ■ the values for Slsplsee&e&t have ell 
through fceen found to be rather erratic sad are
th«r©fa»,. considered as- approximate*
In orcler to compare the behaviour of Lohys with • 
that of Stalloy* a set .of S~H curves was obtained 
for this material bj exact!y the same method as was 
employed • for- the it alloy specimen*.
\ fha®# are steta in. Figure li with the Betenltvity 
curves is figure 19* . She effect of polarisation os
the B~H curve i& very similar to that obtained with 
St alloy* ■ Curves of. percentage increase. In ampere 
t s m  due to'polarisation plotted against flux density 
for loth material© are given' in Figure 20* The two 
curves are almost 'Meatleal* ffee Retentivity curves
show a difference between positive and negative 
values when in the polarised state*
10 .further tests were taken on. the LOhya specimen*
t o o c
L o H V i  ^Specm h n
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ft n p a ft
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to jucU Polaailo^t at* at SO cycles* 
r^tl *“■ to^ nen*
: ftes method ©f carrying oat these teats has already 
tosn described to the ©setion. on rx^iis^otal Methods 
(peg© 27I»
The test results are aaM&risod - t o  the curves of 
figures 21 to 23m* -
figures 21 end 21a -give the &*€* magnetisation' 
mrvts for the trlloy ring epeclneiu In the piece . .• 
of flux density B» the ©i^inates. chosen for these 
eurves 1© millivolts per tons* fills figure* ehtch - 
Is otto toed frontli# JUC* potenti ooc ter tmmwrn^Bment 
of U # F t  induced in the seeo&d&ry mining *\ will 
give tli# f!*-!f*f*: value of the ffcmda^ni-al ©opponent 
of to© EUM-jtF* v&ve form* : It. isos fees explained in
a previous section how the true vsto#s of flux, 
density have-been obtained t m m  these by imm%& of m 
seto nleal rectifier, fr- tv 35*}. In to# place of II 
too figures plotted ere f m m m  tuns par cm* The.
FV?*n* currents obtained from the ii*C* potentiometer 
rordivs have torn nultlpUed by 72 to give to# n 
pent vclue of to© wave* for cottar Iconitilfn- the &*0#
Tol Jfr.* f2»3bo
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ftrtrsiu- ’ the e ^ m t  ware fora tormtgteomt is pree-- 
tiesiif almsoldsl*- ; the graphs of figures Si nail Sis 
shoe the eplieetsi resolta from a number of tests* 
the first o«t of wfilofe war# in 1932 aad the
re«i35d®r to 1934* The points for the irarloue tests 
arm distinguished fros 0110 spother end'the dates ©a 
which they were t* * * are- given* jls the author fead 
!sad so prevlsas ■ experience sill* too. Omll Potentiometer 
it aa«; com®idorotj that tailing a tmmfcer of tn^enendgmi 
tests- of this sort ' mmklA mfford a o&ef&X ehsc& ©n its# 
accuracy of neasuTOsenta with this tostrur«*-*t* ■ The 
trfsry good gans?risX agreement In the readings gives 
confidence in the JUf* potent1©»ter mrtfe©?! and also 
is the stability of '.the 'apeetoea* -
/In addition to the tmrmmX. polarise' curve* a- 
aaeond polarised curse is given to figure Si for a 
lower polarisation of 59 9 Ceuss* -
In-figure 21s* ?rtrt deals with the higher values 
of flmn density* • the cto ^rnrtised art polarised carves 
are plotted raiely* ' This i# to show clearly the 
points cower*--* ding to tests %§Mmm. on different days-*
“77»c two
$=^m curves at these higher fins densities ere practically 
IdmtieaX* - - -
The difference between the two magnetisation curves, 
resulting from polarisation in the on© case, is shown 
up in Figure 21b in which the percentage increase in 
magnet is ingr,current du® to polarisation is plotted 
against millivolts per turn. In order to render this 
seal© In moreftam 11 lar terms ,a number of points on it ■ 
are marked with their corresponding values of flux 
density. The graph is divided into two sections in 
order to show to a better scale the lower percentage 
Increases'at high flux densities.
In figures 22 and 22a the iron losses In the 
small St alloy, specimen are plotted. The values, 
which were obtained from the A.C. potentiometer tests, 
are for JuC. magnetisation at 50 cycles .per second.
In this ease also, the results from a number of tests 
"are shown,", with the .'dates on which they were taken 
Indicated; F Forythe ; sake.of'clearness the demagnetised 
and polarised curves are shown on separate sheets. 
'.•Figure'- -22b...shows • the ' percentage Vincrease In these 
losses resulting from polarisation.
For the sale© of comparison the A.C. iron losses 
•have been reduced to Ergs par cycle per cu.cm. and 
are shown, in . this , form for ..the demagnetised . state; ? 
together with the corresponding P.O. hysteresis losses, * 
In Figure 22c. The curves do not apply to.the same
' =} 
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. specimen, ■ but. show Quite a reasonable’ agreement , and - 
give; an' approximate' Idea of the relationship between
■ the.hysteresis and■eddy current losses on alternating 
■■current*.-.
Figures 23 and 23® give comparative B*€ curves
-for the two Stalloy sped sens," showing both 0.0*. and •
'lUC*. curves for the small ring.’ fhere Is a considerable 
difference between the- D* c * ■ - curves for the two 
. specimens* neither specimen 1© Ideal In form* and 
errors due to variation'of E with radius In the ring, 
and non uniform'”flux-density In the rectangular specimen 
may account for some of the difference between' the two 
■curves. : ;lt Is quite likely however that* as'the two 
samples were purchased at'very different times and 
places* / they, .may differ slightly In constitution#
. :the difference between the 0*0* and Ju0* curves 
for the ■ small ring specimen.is more Important and 
-more . Interesting* fbe considerably higher permeability
with alternating - magnetisation over practically the . 
whole rang© is very remarkable. The whole question 
is discus Bed fully in the; final section of the thesis*
■ but It maybe remarked at-this stage that, if the total
■ primary ampere turns ere taken instead of the, so called, 
magnetising component*' the difference.practically disappears.
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MUMSTAL. BALLISTIC G-ALVAM'OMBTEB TESTS.
tZils
The results of these^are very similar to those 
obtained with the Stalloy specimen and it will he 
sufficient to catalogue briefly the graphs In which they 
are represented.
Figure 24 shows th© magnetisation curves in 
demagnetised and polarised states.
Figure 25 gives.the curves of Retentivity plotted 
against magnetising ampere turns. The difference 
between the positive and negative retentivity values 
in the polarised state is more marked with this 
material than with Stalloy. ' A very small difference 
was also noticed in the demagnetised state* indicating 
some slight residual magnetisation very likely due to 
the earth*©'field. Of course the horizontal component 
of the earth’s field is'capable'of producing a flux, 
density of about 3*500 Cfauss in .this material, or 
rather would do so if it were exerted in a closed 
magnetic circuit. ‘
' The earth's field must certainly produce a 
cross magnetisation comparable with the circumferential 
magnetisation due to the magnetising current. The 
effect of this additional field on the circumferential
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flux'was the subject'of some tests which are described 
later*
' figures 26 to-30 show'hysteresis loops in' 
demagnetised and polarised states - at maximum flux 
densities of 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 .and .-3000 Gauss.
■All of the polarised■loops follow polarisation to a 
.fairly high flux density. The distortion due to 
polarisation being; much less with this material no • 
Intermediate degrees of polarisation were attempted.
Figure 31 shows the hysteresis loss, as.obtained 
from the hysteresis loops, in Ergs per cycle per cu.cm. 
plotted against flux density. - The percentage increase 
in this loss due to' polarisation la also shown.
figure 32 shows the various polarised loops in their 
correct positions in relation to the main loop. ' The 
subsidiary loops again 11© with their negative tips 
just within th© main loop, but with Humetal the drop• 
from th© main loop la somewhat■greater than with Stalloy. 
Two positions' are' shown for the 1000 Gauss loop. th© 
loop shown in dotted line corresponds to a later, 
determination and is the correct position.
Figure 32a shows the displacement of the axes of 
these loops from that-of.the.main loop plotted against 
their semi-amplitudes in flux density.
Figure 33 gives the percentage increase in
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monetising current,resulting from polarisation, the 
values being obtained from the. curves, of. figure 24*
, Apart,'from these direct results,.,certain Incidental 
details of the magnetic properties. of-.- Mumetal were;.?. 
investigated in the course, of. the,, ballistic- tests*,.
Variation of Permeability ^wlth' time* M M
; -Th©' tests-described-above were "taken over a period ,
of three year®, and'Mt happened that : B~H'■ curves were ' 
taken : in • 1931' and ■ again" in* 1933. • ' The, -1933 values,:
■which ;are"those used '.In' Figure 24, - show' a lower. - 
permeability' thanv the earlier ' values, at all: flux.' 
densities • above ;1000 "0auss* v" the two curves"for the 
demagnetised, state "are. ’given "In' figure '38, the maximum 
decrease In permeability being of the order of 6 percent. 
Both curves were. ■ thoroughly' verified by ' check tests, 
the ■ earl ter ’ one by ' complete " B-H curve ' taken on the 
•12->’8-31 ‘and' the-later one by the hysteresis loops as 
well-:as ' sundry odd points. • Each curve has a correspon­
ding-polarised curve';taken at about the same time. ■
■• It is considered that the decrease in permeability 
Is due.to a change in"the-properties of the'material, 
which-may be partly due to ageing and partly due tp-’'
. . .  ■ -•'i-'-f
Intervening mechanical treatment. -, It is well known' that 
Mumetal is. adversely affected by" mechanical' strain i'r.p*
Effect of the Barth*s M^Rn@tic'Field. '
' The magnetisation'curves and hysteresis loops 
which were"'obtained with Mumet&l are derived"from values 
of mean circumferentIsX* flux,' with two'superposed 
magnetic field©;' the circumferential field due to the 
magnet i 0 ing - current and ‘ the'" tre&averse'; field of " the 
earth. v"Owing to' the extremely high'permeability' of 
Muaetal,; the" circumferential magnetising forces"are of 
the same" order as , and indeed sometimes . much".lower than 
the'horizontal'component' of.-the. earths field* ; .1.0. get 
absolute values of.permeability at fairly low densities, 
it would' be necessary' to eliminate"the earth*s field.
In the present case this refinement was.considered un­
necessary as the. behaviour'under normal working 
conditions was of more -interest. It Is,'however, 
necessary to establish" whether the orientation of the" 
specimen'' In -the" earth * ® field modifies the" “Iff active” 
magnetisation "curves'. h-;V;-- /'
•"The earth*s field will"generally have a component 
along the ‘ axis' of "'.the'ring, which'will be-at right 
angles : to': the' circumferential" field; and a "component 
at right "angles to the"' axis' of the" ring, which will 
add to the circumferential' field'on one' side of the " ’ 
ring end subtract" from ..It‘"bn the other. " In special: 
esses,one'only of" these two components' need be-present*
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Most of the -ordinary.tests - were. taken:with the axis 
of the .ring vertical,., and both components of; the ...
earth’s field.therefore present* ,A number of check 
readings In different; position©,were.however taken 
and are dealt with below. ,:v
Borne preliminary testa.were.taken on the 22-4-33 
at magnetising amps re turns, of 0.82 and . 0.4?., "■ eorres- . 
ponding to flux densities of 2500 and 1100 Gauss - 
respeclively. ' I n 'the first 'ease the 'specimen had the 
following.. positions S -  .
.Axis .vertical■ ©ec. leads..on top
Axis horizontal - sec. leads ..pointing forth -. ■
SOUth ..•■■" -
; ■= . . - - -East
-.West ,
the variation in flux-density did not exceed 1 in 250.' 
In the second case in. the above positions and also with 
the axis vertical and leads pointing downwards.the 
variation old not,exceed 1'in 100.
The flux densities employed in the' above tests were 
perhaps rather high and no treatment was given in the 
various positions'before taking the readings.
' ■ In a further series of tests, taken on "the 30-8-33," 
a considerable range of flux densities was employed, • 
and in each position, before:taking th© readings,
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the , spec Imen .was put•: throughthevordinary demagnetising 
process. , ihe-result® of-..these..tests : are given. In;.;... 
fable.2 helows-:. / v
"TABLE' 2.
O '
I*g* ■ Flux ’ Density:
* B p ,
turns; .Col.l,.;; Col.2 Col.3 ' Col. 4 Col. 5 Col. 6
0.2 254 v '254 ' h 254' " 246 'I- 236 : ' 244
0*4 766'' ■■' " : 774' ;: ■p" r 764 /‘ i" 744 712 756
■0.6 "1696 ' '5 ' .1698' " 0'■ 1666 '7 1636 1684
0.8 2430 ;: ^  2400 :'v3:; 240d. ::'v : 23 So 7 / ; ' 2380 V*
v-^36a;'" "' 3360 V V 3320: ■ ;V. ; ' : ' "‘
1.6 ;: :;39?0 ;r:■: 39 80"" 3970 ; ■’ 3930 '':■7  3960.
4400 4410 .7 4 4 0 0 .^  438O : p4400
Col .1 * V;l|f ;:$xls, of- ring - in ■ line with earth*® field 
: ^  •.Vl'fvV specimen, demagnetised■ In' this position.
Col* 2.,, , .Axis, of ring at right-angles to earth’s field
\-specimen demagnetised: in this poo It Ion'.;
,Col.3t '. '. Axis of" ring'verticalf specimen .demagnetised In 
.this, position*'
Col.4* . Standard curve of Fig, 24 (25-3-33)*
;j -A3tis vertical, demagnetised, t
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Col*5* - ■ Axis at'right-aagles to earth's .field; specimen
knocked'on bench in this position after demagnetising. 
Col.6* ; Axis in: line with earth's fieldspecimen knocked 
on bench as above.' #
v’ In. all - eases - of-; straightforward: demagnetising"'- the -'^  
variations, with.position'are negligable. •- The4 figures- 
of Cols.' 1,-,. 2 , .-3 differ -as: a-whole-from" those of ;Col. 4 
taken-on a different;d a y . V v - A ■ u--:.
cole. .5; and;-6 desl with • a; ©lightly- - different - condition. - 
Here the specimen - .is . knocked-- sharply'-to - assistin ; the 
production of-a cross . flux, by ' the" earths • field," It '-is"" 
difficult to assure:uniformity-Of-treatment in these,'cases, 
but the effect seems to be much larger when the axis of 
the ring , is at .right-angles- to . the earth's field. - ■ - A'; 
cross - flux at right-angles- to.the main circumferential 
flux has-very little:effect on it.
Polarisation due to Mechanical Shock.
It ..was noticed at a - very.. early stage in the-work 
on Kumetal■that* if the.specimen were tapped sharply 
with the current flowing. In - the magnetising winding, 
the increase in flux density due to this tapping 
produced considerable subsequent polarisation. ..The 
change in flux density produced by subsequent reversal 
of this current .was considerably reduced compared with ' -
the value obtained before tapping, ;
The effect of this polarisation is Illustrated by
the small loops of Figure 34a* ' These are sketched in from
four points on each l&op. ; ' - The polarised loops were
taken after sharp .-tapping.'-with•;a.'hammer- followed by .
twenty reversals of magnetising current. The absolute
■positions-'of. these polarised loops were'obtained in the
usus 1 way by .'returning to a main loop at high flux 
the Loofz
density,^whichNcan be relied upon to be symmetrical.
In■figure -34;is.shown the percentage decrease in flux, 
density, for & given magnetising current, resulting.' 
from polarisation by tapping. The points are naturally 
somewhat irregular but the curve gives a good. Idea-'of 
the magnitude of the effect.
v,V:' In addition to these tests a complete. B-H curve 
was taken in which each reading was preceeded. by. 
tapping followed, by 20 reversals. This is not reproduced 
but closely follows the normal polarised curve over a 
range of flux.density from 250 to 3000 Gauss. A 
mechanical '..blow, while the normal --.current is f lowingi ^  
can, within this range of flux density, produce 
polarisation of'the same order .as that produced by very 
heavy excess current.
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Stability of the Polarised State*
•-■■:>-;/'rAlth6ugh';'th©':'qUe8tlon'''df stability did''not receive 
so much■attention .with Mumetal as with Stalloy, sufficient
was done to- show that the polarisation' produced, by 
excess current is fairly stable and likely to persist 
under normal .mechanical and electrical treatment * -
tests were taken at three different flux densities*
the results being set out below, The treatment in 
each case is given in the order in which it was applied. 
The specimen was not repolarised between items of
treatment except where stated.'
Test 1. Magnetising Amp. Turns : . 0.43 19-3-31
Demagnetised value .from curve of 12-8-31 ■ 1120
Polarised •* ..13-3-31 710
Taken directly after polarisation 680
Sharp tapping - 20 reversals 738
Ditto . . .740
A.C. magnetisation’(max. value a D.C.) 738
Slowly raised, and lowered*
A.C. as above accompanied by tapping ' 815
Hepol-arlse ' with'- opposite polarity : '650-'’
Lifted up'and replaced"-■ 20'reversals ‘ ■''701-
T a p p i n g ' 730
A.C. for" 1 hour : " ' 727' '";
A.'C* accompanied'by tapping - . ' ..'848 '
A.C.' (max.' value >  1*25. x ’D.'C*) ' 832
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Test 9» ;Magnetising'-'Amp* Turns"
Demagnetised value .from curve o f -25-8-33
Polarised - . .. 28-8-33 ■
Direct after'polarisation -"■•20 reversals " : 
Further 20 reversals ' ■ ; ' '*
' ... 50
Turned over twice
Knocked'on bench. ' " 'g
Ditto’' ■ • ;"■
test 3» : ..Magnetising .&mp.'.'Turns.' 2-#0.
Demagnetised value from, curve.of.19-4-33
28-8-33*
TsOlarised 21-4-35
Direct., after .polarisation. - 20. reversals 
Turned over: twice... -■ 10...reversals . . ;* 
Knocked, on bench; - , 10., reversals 
Turned,over with current, on 10, r. 
Knocked on:bench with current'on - 10r.'
2120 . 
2140 
2130 ■ 
2140 v 
2130 
2150■ 
2160 '
. 21-4-33 
4310 ;
4200 
'4230 ' 
4230 -. 
4230 
4230 
4240
Testa'S"and: 3 f-' particularly the : latter*have flux 
densities which are rather high'aide and therefore:do 
not'provide a marked polarisation which’'-is capable of 
being "affected by:' treatment. -.-'Test X  however provides', 
satisfactory evidence that' the .reduction of - permeability 
■resulting from: polarisation .1 s'-maintained to " the extent 
of 70/1 In spite''of very "severe : treatment ." v ;
MUMBTAL.' ■ ' ' '  .TESTS.' WITH 'ALTERNATING CURRENT.''
v ;By;^ A.C *.• POTENTIOMETER at 50 cycles. -p-E/■
The P.O. tests on llumetal were, as In the case 
of Stalloy, supported by tests with A.'C.’"magnetisation 
at 50 cycles per second. .
As the method of carrying out these tests has
already been described fully, it is necessary here
only to explain the results obtained, which are
given in the form of, graphs^as before•
/ ■ /./ figures• 35 and ‘ 36 show the/demagnetised and
polarised A.C... magnetisation curves. These graphs
have millivolts per turn plotted in the place of
B and1 ampere turns in. the place, of .H E a c h  curve
is plotted from three sets.of experimental figures
obtained-on..different'.dates as indicated on the
graphs. . The’ threesets of figures ;sh.ow good- '.
agreement In both curves, but it will be noticed
■ tin
that a . point of - discor^iity occurs in the curves ' 
where the 120 turn primary was substituted for the 
primary of 6 or 10 turns. The reason for this 
discontinuity has not; been . fully/established, ; though 
it was.-, found on dismantling. ; the; specimen recently 
that the winding had only 119 Instead of 120 turns. 
This alteration is'not sufficient to account for. the
/* o^-m
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full difference'between'the two curves,, the rest of 
which'may be due to the different positions of the 
two windings on - the core* " The accuracy of the 
■readings -.obtained with the lower turn primary was 
.well.established'by - the good agreement obtained 
with a number of different windings'Of 6, 10, 12 'snd ■• . .
15 turns which were:employed at'various times.- 
-The cause of th® error with the -120 "turn, primary was - 
not cleared up, as this would have.Involved, setting ■
•up the whole apparatus again*' ' the error is confined' 
to high flux densities at which there is'no difference 
between the Demagnetised and.Polarised curves, and - 
which is not of main-.interest - In the present investigation.
■ .flie .values.-for .the Demagnetised and Polarised states 
are compared In figures'37a and 37.* \ In'figure 37a,- ' 
the.two-.curves of figures.35. and’36 are reproduced on .
.-one., sheet," without the' experimental points# 'In order 
tomans the- curves applicable to'any specimen of the 
same material, the scales'are reduced to millivolts ■ 
per turn per sq. cm. of core section and ampere turns v. 
per era.;length of core.- , In both cases the ■
values are used, which in the case of the E.M.F* is ;
the-E.M.S.- value of- the fundamental component only*
h scale of maximum flux density is added on the right
hand- side of the graph. This scale Is correct for : ....
th© Demagnetised curve, being slightly high for the"
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Polarised' state for which the'S.tt.fV wave is a little
more'peaked*■ . \ •
.The' conversion from secondary l . M * f . a s  measured
on the potentiometer,"to-flux density'is carried out
by means of a,Wave for® correction factor* This
factor gives'the relationship between the E.E.S. value
of the • fundamentsi' component ■ of the 1. M .F . wave and
1,11 times the mean value, of the half wave* The method
of. calculation and:the synchronous, mechanical rectifier
values.
by means of which the wave form correction feetor^were 
obtained have been, described on pages 35 to 38 *
: Figure 37-shows the percentage Increase In 
magnetising ampere turns in the Polarised as
compared :■ with the Demagnet'lead state, for the same 
induced 1,1.P." . This 'is-plotted against millivolts 
per turn,per sq. cm*' of core, area, with the addition 
of a scale of flux'density in-the Demagnetised state.
:In figure.J8#. the wave form correction factors 
are employed to obtain a B-H curve with A.C. magnetisation, 
which Is compared with the P.O..curves obtained fey 
the fealllsic galvanometer method. All the curves are 
for the demagnetised state* 'The one:A*C* curve is 
obtained; from experiments taken between Aug. 1932 and '.
Apr. 1934* - The. two B.C... curves are for Sep. 1931 and 
Aug. 1933 respectively.These dates suggest that the
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change in'magnetic--properties indicated by'the-two D.C. 
curves' must, have -taken'place between Sep. 1931 and- - 
Aug.. 1932V/ -:Aa.the specimen was/obtained. In 1931#' . 
this .period corresponds- to its'first year of existence. 
Surlng this period, it was subjected-to. some Knocking 
in-connection with tests of .stability--in.'the polarised . 
state.
It is- again'■ very-Interesting-to compare the D.G. 
and A%G. magnetisation, curves.. / In the A.O. -..curve 
shown in' figure 38 the values -of, ampere turns are the 
magnetising component.of the total ampere turns• . This 
is • the' component in quadrsture-with. the induced IMF. , .
In...this curve,: at values of flux density below 2000 Gauss, 
the A.C * permeability is lower/than the - P.O. value.■
At about this. flux - density, - the two.' curves; cross over 
and.■ the'A*C*.permeability.remains..higher.than the B.C. • 
up to the highest- density obtained.■ If / however, 'the- v 
maximum value of the total' primary. ampere turns - Is -.
employed for th© A*0« - curve, -the'A.C.* .permeability:.Is 
lower ■ th an' - the - corre sponding P.C# value up to a flux 
density ...of - ©bout- 6000 Gauss at' which point' the two ..
<ay<vm cross.
curves The matter-Is., further’discussed-In ,.
the final section-under the .-heading ..of "Conclusions** .
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Arising-out of ft-dostre to account-fo the difference 
between the P.O.. and -A*0* magnetisation curves,' s. point 
. was Investigated which-is worthy,of notice* ■ The A.C*
. tests:were all -taken with'substantially, sinusoidal 
. current, and, -therefore, with' distorted secondary E.Sff.F.- 
Thefundamental component only of this was ; balanced in 
the potentiometer, and-, therefore,■currents of harmonic 
.. .frequencies were certainly present- in the'secondary 
. . circuit # : These currents might add -appreciably to the
. magnetising ampere turns. At.high flux densities, it 
was noticed that a good balance could not be obtained on 
the vibration galvanometer, when measuring the secondary 
EVit.F. -■ •. At the point ©f balance, an', elongated spot was 
obtained in which two or more modes of vibration could 
: .-be distinguished. . As - one decreased, the others • Increased. 
In order to find out whether such harmonic currents had 
any appreciable effect'on the.magnetisation curve, a high 
inductance smoothing choke, tuned to the fundamental 
frequency by means of a condenser, was' introduced into 
, the secondary circuit. - . Mo appreciable difference in the 
readings could b© detected with the-tuned circuit In and 
shorted.. . . About half; of the readings from which the 
points'.of curves on figures 35 and. 56 were plotted were 
taken with the tuned secondary circuit.
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. figure 38aElvea curves df; the wa¥e form correction ; 
factors for both'..Stalloy and Mumet&l. ; ' The figures from . 
which these curves.were obtained were-not as consistent 
as might be desired, due to variable brush contact ■ 
resistance. It is, not surprising that this effect 
should..give .trouble'-;.ln a circuit in which the total ■
E.M.F. Is,from 0.2 .to .1.5 volts. - '. However a proceedure 
was finally•adopted :which gave readings, rarely departing• 
from the mein, curve,by more than 0.5?*’ '.It must. be. ..- 
admitted; that Insufficient,", reliable figures were ' 
obtained . to confirm.:the large, difference between the 
polarised and demagnetised figures for Mumetal, at.the 
higher values of It seems certain.'that the .
two'curves-concerned .should approach one another at . 
densities'.'at which the-polarisation ceases to affect ", 
the magnetisation curve.. ' ■ This'Is another matter 
which'time does not.permit of a satisfactory investigation. 
It' has: however .'been 'clearly ; established that . wave ■ form . 
does not account for the large difference between the 
iUC. and ,P.C..magnetisation curves-. - . The curve for' '■ 
S.talloy are more definite,'- but; here' the curves at low , '
values of E.M.F.' are. somewhat uncertain.
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■Figure®-39 and 40 ©how - the. iron losses In the •
■ demagnetised. End polarised; states# . plotted on dif ferent . . 
sheet© to ©how' up all; the experimental points clearly*
- ■ Figure ...3$ shows & few points taken with.the 120 turn ■
.; -.primary winding* -These do not agree with the- main, ,' . 
.'..curve#'-.the discrepancy, having' already been'discussed .
- . in connection, with the magnetisation curves'of fig* . 35* -v 7. 
Q -  . The'demagnetised. and polarised curves are plotted-on ■
. the .samesheet on-figure 41. \ Actually :this is. an .
early graph-plotted from the 1932-figures only# The - 
.flux density scale# which'1©;employed as abscissa#is 
obtained . from the millivolts per turn -without taking 
, , the wave form- correction .factor into account# that is - 
■■on the assumption of - a sine wave-of .' The correction
In the case of Mumetal’.is extremely small (see fig# 3$a) * . 
Figure’ 42 is given to show the'relative values of JUC. - - 
and i>#C * losses. - ' In this 'case, the.p*C* losses .are 
©mall compered with - the &«C« loss©©# showing that the - 
©ddy current lose ■ 1 a considerably greater, then the ~ . . 
hysteresis -loss.-- --This fact- accounts for 'th© very :
©mall effect of polarisation on;the-A#C»".losses#’"
o
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Each of-the Individual teats has already'been
discussed; In detail* and it • Is proposed, in this section 
to consider the general conclusions which can be drawn 
from the■results which have.been obtained.
The original object’with which the work was 
undertaken'was'to' determine the effects of "previous 
magnetisation or polarisation. Polarisation first of 
all effects a reduction In permeability to subsequent 
alternating magnetisation. ; The magnitude of the change, 
as shown by ballistic galvanometer testa, for stalloy,
Lohya end srumeial is shown in figures 20 and 33 (pages'<51 
and 87). ■ : These curves show the percentage incres.ee in ■ 
magnetielag 'current for given values of ■ flux' density.
In.all oases the maximum change is found with low densities 
and the•percentage increase' falls off rapidly as the ' 
density increases. .,;- With both Stalloy and Lohys the 
maximum increase in magnetising current obtained was 
about 80/S at a density of 200 0-mss* falling off to 
3% at about 4OOO.0auss.* Kumet&l showed a smaller increase 
of about 40% at 200 Cause falling to 5f- si about 4000 - Gauss
The'corresponding curves obtained with 30 cycle alternating 
magnetising current' are given In figures•21b and 3?
(pages <$8 and ta^} for Stalloy and Sumetal respectively.
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Xn the.ease of Stalloy, the reduction In permeability 
with.A* C * . magnet 1 cat ion agrees fairly well with the % 
corresponding D.c*» or ballistic values* At the lowest 
and highest densities shown there is very good agreement*
At the middle-of the range,, the change is smaller with 
A.C* magnetisation, dueposelbly. to-the effect of polarisation 
being less stable over the steep part of the’3 - H curve.
With Muaetal, the change'.in permeability with A*C* 
magnetisation is generally less than with P.O., except 
at the higher densities. this might be expected, as 
the polarisation has been demonstrated to be rather less 
stable with this material*.’
The-effect of polarisation has also to be considered 
in relation to the Iron, losses. The polarised loop, for 
a given maximum' flux density, has a greater- value of 
being longer and thinner than the corresponding demagnetised 
loop. It is also drawn up.in the centre in the direction 
of polarisation, having unequal values of retentivtty for 
the two directions of magnet!satIon* The net effect on 
the area of the loop, and.therefore on the losses, Is 
an Increase, the percentage Increase again falling off 
with increase in maximum flux density.
- The curves of percentage increase In hysteresis loss, 
due to polarisation, are given in figures 16 and 31 
(pages 67 and 84-) respectively for Stalloy and Mumetal.
Stalloy shows the. larger Increase, in loss, -falling from 
36% at B ^ . o f  300 to 4$ *% BmBX of 3000. .Burntal
show# m  increase In lose of 4% at Bmax of 1000 falling 
to lf: at Bmax ©f .3000 Oaiis®. '■
. The■ corresponding, curve for Stalloy,,with.A .€ . 
magnetisation, .,1s given in figure The percentage
increases are . slightly lower than with P.CU . This would 
he expected, as the loss include# a ; assail amount of 
eddy current loss# , In the case of ttmietsl the increase 
in loss due to polarisation is so small, with A*C. 
magnetieation, that it could not•be expressed.as a. 
percentage with any accuracy* The corresponding 
curves of Ions in the demagnetised and polarised states 
are. shown in figures 41 (page- "3), The hysteresis- loss 
being a.smaller proportion of the total A.O. loss, In 
the, case of Mumeta.1, the small increase in hysteresis 
loss Is swamped* ..
What is the practical significance of these results? 
Firstly, the effects of;polarisation can be serious only 
in ease# of apparatus working with low flux densities, 
say below.-2000 Gauss. ■ furthermore, it is unlikely that 
the resultant Increase in magnetising current .would .be 
appreciable in.any case of a magnetic circuit with m  
air gap. . • Aa.long as the ampere turns for the"gap are 
large compared with, those for the iron, an Increase of
say 50$ In the latter will have a negligible effect on the 
total ampere turns. The percentage increase In Iron 
losses.will not be affected by the presence of the air 
gap.-- Secondly, the polarising current must be very 
large compared with the normal current. It Is unlikely 
that ordinary switching operations could produce any 
appreciable polarisation# The full effects of polarisation 
could, fee produced fey a short circuit or fey such a ' 
condition as open circuiting the secondary of a current 
transformer on load.’ It has been shown that polarisation, 
once set-up, will persist for an indefinite period, under 
normal conditions* To reduce the Iron to. its normal 
condition, careful demagnetisation from, a high flux 
density is necessary.- Mamets! in addition to feeing 
less affected fey polarisation is somewhat less stable 
in this state. There is however the additional possibility 
with fills, material, of a knock or Jar,while the current is 
flowing, causing serious polarisation, though the current 
is of normal magnitude.
, Apart from the initial object of investigating the 
effects of polarisation, certain of the results obtained 
In. this work have led the author to study the question 
of the connection between P.O. and A.C* magnetisation 
curves.
•. The attitude of engineers and- designers In the past 
* seems ■• to have been that It ;.was quite legitimate to - base ■
A.C. designs on'the D.C. curves. Moreover the magnetising 
current ..in the A*C* case was ts&en as the component of 
the current in phase with the flux.and In phase.quadrature 
with the induced S.II.F* It was. realised that either the 
current.or the flux or both must be non-slnusoidal In 
wave.form,. and could .not therefore, be completely, 
represented by: . vector in a-vector*, diagram.< ■ Throughout 
the .present worft* what is referred to as the magnetising . 
current or. ampere turns is the component in phase with 
the flux. : In order to get over, the difficulty of having 
to calculate a component of.this current, the current m m  
arranged to be approximately sinusoidal and the flux 
allowed to depart from this wave form. .The A.C. 
magnetisation curves on.this basis* together with the 
corresponding,$*€*. curves*are shown In figures 23 .end 23s : 
for, it alloy and figure 39. for liumetal (pages 73, 74- and to*y 
.In neither, ease is the A*C. permeability, approximately 
.the same as the. .P.C* value over any considerable range.
' Until recently there has been'no real agreement •
' between different Investigators as to the relation ' 
between, A»0*';- and B.C. magnetisation’ curves., -•' " Within 
’ the last two years*howeverf a number .of valuable papers 
have been published.on this subject. - It Is proposed
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to review three of these very briefly. In ©o for as they 
throw light on this question of ..the relation between A.C. 
and P.O., permeabilities. . - ■ . .
“ (1)' -• 13*0* 0*11 and L.G.A. Siss ' , starting, with the
conventional vector representation of alternating 
magnetisation! show that this involves an elliptical
hysteresis' loop and a complex permeability* • Eddy 
currents are allowed for by a component of current in 
phase with the E.M.f., It being considered that the 
quadrature component due to this cause was negligible*
This power component of current due to eddy current' 
losses was separated in the usual way from tests at two 
frequencies. . A series of testa were taken on * small 
transformer, having a care of Lohys, measuring the 
current'with a dynamometer ammeter and Iron losses with 
a wattmeter* The results of these tests show agreement 
between the-A.C# and B.C. curves up to a flux density of 
3000 &&U80* provided that, in the A.C. case,the values of 
H are-obtained from the total current, corrected for 
eddy current losses. -Above-this flux-density the apparent 
■ A.C* permeability is higher than the B.C. T As the peak 
value of the current was taken as J2 times the E.is.s. .. 
value, the difference is probably 'accounted for by the
(1), On .the theory and measurement of the magnetic 
properties of iron* Cl.S.E. Journal, Vol.74, P453)
peaked nature of the current, wave at higher-flux densities*
A further series of tests -were taken with the Qall . , .
co-ordinate iype'of JuC* potentiometer in conjunction 
with a special fora of Joubert contact maker* which 
enabled the harmonics in the current wav® to be obtained 
as well as:the fundamental. ' to A.C* magnetisation curve 
vim obtained from these tests' taking the true maximum 
value of the current* built up from its harmonic components. 
‘This curve showed closer agreement with'the 'D.C* curve at 
the higher flux densities. As the eddy current losses 
were not allowed for there was some difference between 
the curves at low flux densities* there remained 
unexplained a tendency for the A.C* permeabilities to be s 
slightly higher that the B.C. values at high densities.
The flux’ wave form was arranged to be as nearly sinusoidal 
as possible throughout the whole of their work.
0*1* Wtbb and 1«*H. ,Ford employed a direct method’ 
of measuring the maximum values of both' B . tod H* 
h synchronous mechanical rectifier was need to obtain the 
meanvoltages induced'in a secondary winding on the 
specimen .and in., the secondary , of an air pored mutual 
inductance* the primary of which carried the magnetising
V •
(2) Alternating current permeability and the bridge 
method of magnetic testing. Cl.E.S. Journal* Vol.76, p 185)
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current*.,": tith. a specimen, of .0*3 mm* Gialloy; sheet, . 
the y ; found .no 4 i t f er enee fee tween t fee B.C., curve end t fee_ 
juO/ curve taken at 50, cycles. Their reeding® range • 
from ' Bfflaau 6000 to 15,000 Gauss. ■ ■ At 500, cycles, the 
luc. permeability,.is lower than the B»C*~ below. a ; 1 ^ .
11,000 Gauss, and is in agreement with if above 
this- figure.' .. With a specimen.of 0*1 mm. stalloy sheet, 
agreement between the B.C. end 500 cycle iuo. curves.,. . 
was obtained above a •Bisax, of f000 Gauss. .With a . 
specimen of 0*4’ mm*’ Lofeys, the 50 cycle A*€* curve...-, 
gave, lower.permeability values.up.to a ■ ®mmti of 12,000’
Gauss ,
-Arrangements were mad© for,varying the wav® shape 
between,the two extremes of. sinusoidal flux'and 
sinusoidal, currant. .. flth the 0*4’mm* lohys ■ specimen, 
at flux densities-below'10,000 Gauss, the permeability 
decreases slightly with increased flux distortion, 
fiih the 0.1 mm*' Stalloy sheet, wav© shape, had no measurable 
effect.
(3)
K*. Hughes. \ .was concerned with Mumetal and ferm&lloy, .
working with .sinusoidal current.’ His first A.C. tests
{3} Magnetic characteristics of Hickel Iron alloys'with
alternating magnetising forces. (l.E.S* .journal, Vol.?9» p 213)
were carried. out with an. asynchronous mechanical rectifier 
at frequencies of 21 .and 30 cycle®.. In a second, series 
of tests,,, the cathode ray oscillograph was employed to 
obtain cyologrsraa.. of current and secondary voltage and 
olso of current and. flux.' From these additional B ~ B 
curves were obtained at 20.6*•50 and 75 cycle®. . All 
his.A.C*. curves were;coincident with or. closely approached 
the B.C.,. curve at the highest density shown. Over the 
range of high- permeability* all the A.C. curve® showed
lowev
a lower,flux density and therefore^permeability than the
B.C. curve. this reduction In permeability increased 
with Increasing frequency..
It should be clearly emphasised that the above' 
summaries are. concerned with a part of the field covered 
in each, of the.papers. ' For the conclusions of each 
author and for an appreciation of the, full scope of 
each-work reference should.be made-to .the. original 
papers. , ,/ .
from a study of these three papers and from the 
very small amount of work which he has himself done* 
the present author Is led to the following conclusions 
on the question of A.O. m d  B.C. magnetisation curves.
firstly* to obtain any correlation at all between 
the two curves* the total magnetising current must not 
be split up Into two component® In phase- and in quadrature
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with the- E.M.F* ;
Secondly, there la the effect'of eddy currents In the
• &.C. case* . these Increase the magnetising-current* but
*
• It is' suggested do not very greatly affect Its peak value#
except at low flux’densities. the-reduced A«,C*‘ permeability 
■' compared - with P.O.* which has been found’In all the 
materials tested,with flux densities' below and in the 
. range of .maximum permeability Is probably* but not
necessarily entirely,accounted for by eddy currents* '
allowance.
It seems likely that no strictly accurate^for the eddy
currents can-be made; but the quite satisfactory’ results,
. at low,flux densities, of the correction for the power
component only of’ the eddy currents made by P.C. Cl all and 
(1)LM*.k* Sims ■ ' in the case of their Lohys cor© • i© of
great practical interest. ' It would b@ interesting to 
know- whether a similar correction would be satisfactory in 
the case of Muraet&l#
thirdly* there is the question of wave form. ffe©
JUC. curves which correspond most nearly with the P.O. 
are obtained from the true peak values of both current 
and fluk* It is not obvious that peak values -should 
b© employed for both as eyelo&rams and mechanical 
rectifier, show that the two peak values do not occur, 
simultaneously * It seems probable however that the.
phase displacement between the peak values'is due to 
eddy currents* and that'.If the eddy currents are

negligible or can be allowed for, the peak value® with 
alternating current will correspond, to the B.C. values 
irrespective, of phase. /
Finally.is there m y  practical value whatever la 
attempting.to correlate the A-*C* and P*C* magnetisation . 
c u r v e s At low flux densities, where the difference Is 
appreciable, It seems that It would be impossible to. ... 
calculate the A*0* performance from the P.€. . curves. .
It Is.suggested therefore that A«C* methods, should be . 
generally employed for obtaining the magnetisation , , 
curves.on which the design of fWC* apparatus Is to.be 
based; and that each curve would apply to a particular 
frequency. A*0. methods are normally employed t o . 
obtain curves of iron losses and could b e .generally • 
extended' to give, data for.' the magnetising ampere turns . 
as well* the practical A*C*-. magnetisation curves 
would not b© ©. - H • curves. The author , has employed 
in the place of B ■ the quantity "Millivolts per. turn 
per sq* cm* of core section*... This Is a clumsy term and 
may he Improved,' but has the advantage of being perfectly 
definite. 0.C* • Gall, end L.0.A. $ims make a suggestion 
for expressing .the magnetising data which would take the 
place of H. . f hey. suggested that the designer requires, 
iron loss In watts and the. reactive volt-amperes' required 
to magnetise the core. It can be shown that the iron loss 
watts per cu* cm,, of-core, and the reactive magnetising
wolt-amperee per. eu* cm# ©re , independent. of number of
turns'on the winding.' Xt, 1* .suggested therefore that 
A.C*. magnetisation curves sight be in the form of these ■ 
.two quantities plotted against millivolts per turn per 
sqf cm* ’ It Is necessary to consider how the wave form 
distortion, which Is Inherent in the magnetisation of 
Iron, may be taken into account. ; Zn_ most-cases In practle 
the IS.if.P. and therefore the flux wave Is approximately 
sinusoidal. ''As the current will be distorted, what is 
to be taken as the reactive magnetising volt-aaperesf 
m  A.C# ■potentiometer or bridge'will give the B.lf.S. 
value of-the fundamental, ignoring the harmonies* 
there the magnetising current is to be added to load 
currents, which will be approximately sinusoidal, this 
is probably the most satisfactory value to employ, as 
the harmonic content of the resultant will be negligible. 
The H.Sf.S. value of the complex wave of magnetising 
current can be measured on an ammeter of suitable type, 
but there does not seem much point In basing an effective 
reactive component on this. If » Knowledge of the 
separate component® is required' a complete analysis is 
necessary# The work of C.IS* Webb and.b.H. ford, 
suggests that figures obtained with sinusoidal flux 
.could be.used,, with very little error7when the flux is 
distorted.
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APPESSIX 1.
Ballistic Galvanometer. Theory*
The main contribution to the theory of.the ballistic 
galvanometer which'the author Retires to' make In this 
section is to investigate-the theory of the Instrument 
when critically damped, particularly when this is
accomplished by shunting the instrument with a non- 
./"5 ■ - Inductive resistance# •
The ordinary simple theory.of the instrument 
shows that, when critical damping-is employed, the 
■ amplitude of.the.swing is still proportional to the 
total■quantity.of .electricity which has passed* This 
amplitude.of swing is of course reduced in magnitude 
as' compared with case - of small'damping*
.If thm constants.of.the galvanometer are expressed 
m  follows: -,;
^  , c , » / Torque .per .unit current in dyne-cm*
$c a Torque per. radian .deflection, in dyne-cm*
■: P «. pamping torque per radian per see* of .
\ angular velocity'In dyne-cau'”
I .« Moment o f 'Inertia of movement in gm*-efflc *
n?
, ,q.» I j  at 2ITx natural ■ frequency of swing
(undamped)*
% ** ; I)' « decrement 'factor' '
. . .21 . . .
Q, ss Total quantity of electricity.
The deflection with, email damp ins
-  jbr ... .
£ n ,  'S3.
If-
flth critical fisaplng tbs deflection becoaes
j_ S3, t  fz
This ' simple:- theory..-1 s basedon the m sumption:"that the 
Instrument'’ deflection'during the''passage■ of.'-the current 
1® /aero# . , It -.is evidently necessary; to Investigate the 
error© .Involved;.by 1th Is assumption • with both ne* lig&ble 
and critical damping*., .."
It; appears to be Impossible -.to do this, wiirout ' 
a" knowledge -of the mathematical -expression of. the. ■; 
current'surge through the instrument. ;'fhtn:;this current 
is'derived from the change.of flux' in a n ;iron sample# 
end this - change is,.'brought, about' by alteration .'of ..the 
magnetising-'current;-by .banc!#' the'form'.'of- the surge is 
naturally'' somewhat'"- indefinite. ? : It: was however 'considered 
that;It; would;few interesting' to get. some -idea'.of-.- its 
nature, - and .arrangements .were "therefor©made to 'obtain 
oscillograph.records of the current by means of the 
low frequency Cambridge ’"Ptiddeil* oscillograph. The 
mumetal specimen•was used for this purpose, the usual 
band operated'mercury reversing switch'being employed 
for reversing. the ..magnetising current * On# of the
elements of the.oscillograph was connected across a "
M  naive rtsi tvd Cuk»?i5i\i
shunt'resistance- ’ in the ^xcxmtlning, current circuit,
the second to a 5$ cycle timing wave $,nd the third 
through a-two valve, .approximately straight line, 
amplifier'to a resistance"in the galvanometer circuit* 
the amplifier, in its ‘ final form,, consisted of a 
screened grid valve resistance coupled to a power valve 
C?X4) having an ©.node current of 50 miu ' In. the earlier 
records-the wave forma'for the'two directions of reversal 
were- dissimilar* This was overcome by reducing the 
amplitude and w m  probably due to saturation of one of the 
valves* &oma tracings of these oscillograms' are.shown 
la Figure 43*
It can be seen .that - the. duration of the discharge 
Is. of the order of 0.01 sec*- -.The current, recorded, is 
the sum of galvanometer and shunt. current. end it is . 
realised that the galvanometer current would b© of 
longer duration due .to. the,Inductance of the Instrument* - 
The wav© form naturally consists.of; two peaks corresponding 
to the make and break of. the current * -., Some sign of 
fairly high,frequency. oscillation can be seen, but the 
main body of the wave has a very steep front, a flat top 
and a fairly-, steep .tail*.
’: Three very approximate .expression® for the current 
wave have been taken as- being of'simple nature and 
therefore within the scope of the authors mathematics.
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. 1*, _ A, rectangular wave of- amplitude im m &  duration 
%l ~- ■%
. 2* . :i  sim  wav# of amplitude and pulsatanee p 
■ between limits of pf.».0 and pi » if*
3* . *4 oo sin# fair# of. amplitude im and puls stance p . 
between limits of pt « 0 and pt « 3  #
jks will be seen later,;"the wav# form assumed baa 
^  very little influence on the error® which depend chiefly
on the durationt of the discharge. •
■ a® an example of the method of working, case 3 
la given in full below, the result®, for the other two 
cases- being given without proof*
Case- 2.*
.' i * l^Oospt between limits pi a 0 and pt » ZOT
t
Equating th# torques acting on the galvanometer movement
gives the differential equations - .
I i * p o ♦ It e as e im Cos pt
Blfferentl&iing twice and substituting for c la Cos pt
■ I S V  S 0 t i e  + p2( I t t D H . i i  ) » 0
e At
Putting A c - for 0
A, £/U~ C Ax>  p ^ H  I A7* # p A + } .» 0
giving the following values for A
A,<* \i » t j p _
3 - £_ * I 8-^ - &
f#’
21 J  4 1 “ I
Considering the ease when k .  D
: ' 4I2
k#i- K — Z35 *^1 ®° that . * -S*, Jq
I 4I2 1
Substituting these:values for A and using the trigone- 
metrical form of
: ■ • -St
■ t * . A Cos pt * B Sin pt *- £ (i Cos qt ♦ SS 6 la qt)
When t la' sufficiently largo 
s ” *' A Cos pt * B Sin pt 
Substituting this in the differential aquation,
- , ~ Ip® ■; (A Cos pi * B Sin’, pt) -■* Bp (B Cos pt - A Sin pt) 
* k (A Cos pt * B Sin pt) » c ia Cos pt* .
thane#
~ l p®h * P p B t k a * e 1 
- I p2B ♦ D P A + ’* 3 a Q
&
A a* 0 im(k - Ip*)
B = c l.a B p
S2p2 .* (S£ - Ip2 )2 
wh@n i « 0, I » 0, therefor# :
0 a A * 1 ” and I!’ « ’ ~A- '
<3i™ -  a • Bp €08 pt' «* Ap sin pt
* £rSt^q(B Cos qt * II Bln qt) - S(t Cos qt * M
then t » O, ' 3 0» therefor#
at
At the end of the discharge, when t » 2L
.;. , • ..'■ - 2P
-W'f
© ». B ♦ £ V* la Cos 22T * n Sin grr }
! ( v2 p2 i
ao«  -> - Ap * £ w/jqs * tM)coe £ZT “ tc-i! * %K)6in grr )
Jl (. p2 p2 ]
In the ease, of .small damping • 5 ' ** very small coppered
?
with unity*,
Also,-- In the case of -the Instrument concerned, 
o Is of the order of 1Mfl) MWiMwm ym«u >Ki»f
■'P ■ O : 1600' ' '■ v-.'-f;,.: .
neglecting secondary.terms, :■ # reduces to
B Cl - ^  - ; A ;
2 .
Ouhstitutlng for A and B and. again neglecting email terms 
3 » e *•
Similarly
a.$
« p * -  C )
at -* - Ap '»q - *tf5
. . p  2
c inj-p cf- or
- I p ^  V. P2 2 
c ia £pa - q2 ? )  ’
/i. p. . O p 2 - cr)
the quantity of.electricity flowing during the discharge
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Critical Bumping* ■
To obtain this, condition &*“ must equal 41k
that""Is ■ S 55'/k ■ : "Q ’ ’’ ; '■
>/ I
<1- being" th«: puleatanci of the Instrument with negligible 
damping
The equation for § how'becomes
-<+t
O a . A COB pt * B Sin pt * £ (M ♦ It)
and- do a Bp Cos pt-Ap- Sin pt * £ ^ |(i * a(i ♦ E ) |
' ;dt ' i ‘- (
Substituting for ^the constant® A •and B become 1
c l  (k - I p 2 ) -
&  ■ gffi ‘ » - »■■ ^  »■«
(k * Ip*)*-.
c i m -2 Ik p
13  * *  A ,  «
(Sc * Ip*')*'
From th#■initial - conditions ;
II » . -* A and II st (Bp + A^ )
At the end of the discharge# when t » nr
2p'
0 a  B  - / a  ♦ (Bp * A a ) 2 L  I  c ~ ^
( 2pj
- Ap (Bp * Aq)(l - 22,) + Aq j
\ 1
9 .«• Ap ~ ^  2 fk * O ^  ,TT 4- B (p - QTT) II p f a j
Since a .1® email compared /with unity* 
p '
— ^  TT _
P'p *' can be substituted by X ~ £*j»
.'■■=■ ? 2
Substituting for a  and B and neglecting terns involving
higher poiers of £ than the first#
■ .P .-. r '/
fl ' * c i;a ( 1 - a {IT - 2)1
7 7  ;<■ p 1
i i  -  ap ( i . #  a2 »n -  a5*2?) -  bp f i  -  a * l l2
"  3 j P2 2 p h  i i p 25
Substituting for.A. and B and neglecting higher powers of
&
P
do ■ * ■ e i,„ f I ~ fe )dt rr ( m
3s
o CL the total quantity of electricity
ffeee X#
fteclangulsr wat© . 1 * % . between limits t
a n d  %  «  i t "
P
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Critical Damping,.
c Q . tr
F p
d£ _ c ft. [1—  q tt ^ 
dt ~ i ( p j
Case1 2 •
Megligtbl© Damping
iiiiinnniiiiSlrfi.nl n n W rr-K i iw i in n rn
0 ~  C • Q, . I T
- Fp 2
dO _ c Q- /1 - frr~ ~ A \ \
at ~ i ( . p2t 4 / J
Critical Damping#
u2
c Q, fir q A _ L . l  ) ^
F p  ^2 “ p I 2 /j
' l  -  qTT + q 2 / r r 2  -  6  \ )
; P2( ~ T “ jj
0/0
££■_■■■ £Ji. " '**“
■dt “ i
These values compare with the simple case in which
0 is assumed to he zero
and ..do to be equal to e ft .
dt * I
It is now necessary'to investigate the effect of these
changes in the.Initial values on the amplitude of the 
galvanometer swing.
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Xheory o f th# Ballistic d&lv&noseter. .. <
Ordinary thaotry extended to take Into account an Initial 
deflection 00 ; In. addition . to - the. initial angular 
velocity ^ 0«
the differential aquation of the motions -
. 1 0  e  S  O  ♦  I t  O >  0
Is Integrated by*-
0 as j&'Cos qt ** • B Bin qt j
givings-
™  m? jsq Cos qt -‘A.q Sin qt - S(A‘Cos qt ♦ B Bln qt} \ £ **ot ) j
then t * 0* 0 ® #0 • *♦* A' * 0#
When I 3 0* cl0 ■ ® o  ** ■ as Bq —
dt
■■■:■ and ■ B ® » 0 *
a £ [ Cos qt ke^Sin qt j
e Is a maximum when de « 0
' -dt ■
0Q - £ S
that la when Ian qt » Aq *
When J Is very small this reduces' to B 
q &
Bince. A
■'■ "'d-'i"" B i§ also email' compared with-unity
Since tan. qt Is .large ■ compared with X f
i . aSin qt can be taken as 1 and Cos qt as jlan qt a
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C 35.max
irlth Xigl'ble damping 'thl*: reduces; to
°o ■ d*Wt
~ _ { q +* toG
In ths cssa of critical damping the equation for 0
become a st* ' '
... a , » £~ ; fi * Bt) ,
and
then t « 0* $ « 80 '■ "'■/ *** M •» ^ 0
dt O ^ o o
Also for critical damping . S ® q
fhe aaxltau m da flection occurs i?h*m d£ * 0
.,_ ■ , dt
that is when ; .., :..... .:
t 1:8 ** §§, :'- ' *
Q ' U ■'
as>as s /^ o * "o > <• STTfio
I q )
fix® corresponding value® of . ®maX according to the 
.ordinary . simple, theory are? **
. 9*gllgtbl«. damping _ 0max * <^ 0
r —  .
Critical clasping ■ -■■■■■- ~ Ssax « iS*
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where to* « c (I , the Initial value of ^ according
I
to the simple theory#
■ The percentage■correction factors for the two 
cases, by which Is meant
'Correct value of )
-   » _  x (
simple theory value )
100
are as follows;*
■2
Negligible damping. - 1 ♦ 0O *q }
) t * \ 100( O D O /
Critical damping j(u>0 ♦ #0 q \3  JJZZ— )i\  £«*♦,,* . x j 10Q
If 0oq Is small compared with u~
1 *  q 30 can be used for £. “•+?•<»•
%  * <530
when, the percentage. correction .factor ' reduces to
(«0 - i ♦ ■ 2 q •„ i
t "ITT”  | w o
( O O 'o
Table overleaf gives values for the various
terms and for the percentage correction factors for
the three eases of wave form already discussed*
An inspection of this table shows that, whereas
in all eases of negligible damping the correction
factor Involves only the second power of a, with
P
critical damping, normally, the first power appears#
ease 1
1 ss between t « 0 end, ^ p-
Case
i *. ljn*Sin pt 1
^2
3; etwee
. Negligible 
. asmping
Critical
4anrpting.'
; Negligible
damping .'
§o - ed* TT
. T  Sp
Ca^j* • / fftN>i xu -4MK.
I P
, C* V i. * TT
. . “T  Sp
I s-©: 
! ■?
ca|i - i.65qs( 
ll ~2j
eC&fl - u~nr\ 
- 1  - 1
eajl - 1.48q2t 
l( p2)
j c§(t 
I It
* 1
*.Wor*' .'‘ v
- 1*65 q2
p*- ■ ■
- 3.14 Q .
:; P v';r
- 1,48 q2 
P-
w *O O
2+4$ q2
Zjt
P
2,48 q2
P
j
j ]
*%gi» "
fzi°
O :■■■
■ 6,23 q
rj " > £
...Percent 
correctIon 
; factor
, '^ 63 qa 
***** 314 C; 
. p
1DO q2
~"p, p
i
s1 -
j
!
In case^3, critical damping, the first power of £ 
appears in each of the two terms Involved hut cancels 
out in the percentage correction factor* This is no 
doubt peculiar to the:particular wave form, concerned.
The magnitude of £ / depends on the duration of the
v p i
discharge and the periodic time of swing of the
galvanometer when undamped* Taking these value© as
0.01 sec* and 16 sec* respectively,, the value of £
P
la ,..1,„. . for cases ■ 1 and. 2 and is , 1 . case 3*
800 400 for
The largest percent., correction -..factor' given, by- these
figures is .0.4 percent,. being: obtained = in case . 1 with.,
critical damping. The correction in -all cases of
negligible damping 1®.. extremely. small... . This figure of
0.4$, small as it is, does ' njt represent an error of
this magnitude in .the value of flux density determined
by a critically damped galvanometer, since the
galvanometer is calibrated by a standard mutual
Inductance, also in the critically damped state. The
figures .in'Table represent, rather, limiting values
due to possible difference© in ;wave form.between the
calibration and test conditions.
There remains to. be'.’considered'the effect of the
parallel circuit consisting of shunt and galvanometer.
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be(ow .
.. Figure  ^.represents the circuit Involved, the electrical 
constants of the various components being marked on.the 
'diagram.'
If e . is - the voltage.induced in the secondary.
winding..
i-^ is the current in the'shunt.
±2 is .the current in the galvanometer,
v is the P.D. across bothshunt and galvo.
we get
v a ■ @ • H^(1^ * %2) ** ^ 1 »d {i^ + i2)
;■ '  ^ ... . dt ■" ■ ■
, = , ii*% ■
*1^ 3  ^ *^*3 * — 5
' . . df ■
Integrating: all.- three equations ..between, limits t = 0 
and t - being the time.at. the end of the discharge
ti ' P fcj P h0 t, t,
Jv.H : » i®. St - ( i-^ . + ±2) .St
r 2 J i1 . H
v = - H3 (l,i2 ‘^
•'o
all ...terms involving L, disappearing since the currents 
are zero at both limits. ;
Substituting & Qg for i^. t and Xg. t respectively
». St ; /= ; /RjBg’ + R1R3 + RgR3 } : ■ /
(. P-2 j
;-sine® g s ; . '"A'-■'.
, Eg
This result; shows . that the presenceof inductance/ in one 
of the parallelbranches ' does . not ..affect the division 
of the total quantity between them. The accuracy of a 
ballistic galvanometer will be affected by the shunt 
therefore, only in respect to that part of its deflection 
which depends on the current wave form. It is admitted 
that the difference in time constants of shunt and 
galvanometer circuits will effect the wave form of the 
.galvanometer current to a small extent, but in view of 
'the results of the previous section, it can safely be 
assumed that the possible errors due to this cause are 
negligible.
As a matter of interest the Inductance of the
galvanometer movement was measured by means of a
Heaviside Campbell equal ratio bridge at 2000 cycles
shunting the unknown Inductance with a non-inductive
resistance as It was beyond the range of the variable
mutual inductometer• The value obtained was 0.19 H .
-Agiving a time constant of 0.4 x 10 ~
npirrcv.. dw:
TJlk&UlU ±LsLh: fc 3>EFL6.CTIoN
—— • • I ! ;_; ; , ,! ; ; ; : : ,'i' ; :: :' . . j •'. . V ,[: j
T M VI 6
Pbiu l^we
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A small objection to.the.us® of critical damping 
is the shorter time which the instrument takes, ..in this - 
condition, to reach its maximum deflection, B’i g s . db 9** 
are concerned with this point. The curves of 
deflection against time which are shown in these figures 
are calculated from the equations-on the assumption of 
equal maximum values../ . Fig. 4**is the more interesting 
as this compares the variation of deflection with time 
In the two cases in the immediate neighbourhood of the 
maximum values, the two maxima being superposed. It 
can b® seen that the time for which the deflection. Is 
within 0.1$ of its maximum value is practically the 
same for both negligible and critical damping. It Is 
suggested that this feature Is-more important In 
connection with the accuracy'of observing the deflection 
than the time Interval between start and maximum.
m
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ArP-TR'IX S.
&.C* .707ENTI04BTEK: - PHA SPLITTING CXBCUXT*
The circuit diagram and-. vector diagram for the 
phase splitting system of the Gall potentiometer are"
given in figure A$* . The vector diagram, which refers 
to a 50 cycle supply, was obtained from ih©.readings
tabulated below which were tafcen on high grade ammeter, 
voltmeter and wattmeter#
Supply voltage 
Primary. .. 
Resistance -
Secondary. / 
Output
99 volte
?a#s ..
45.0
37r*
V4
* V3
:h
irt
U • *
57.5 ..
XlS.Q*. (116
0.86 amperesPrimary .current
■ ■ Resistance' .. I.~. ' 0*675 • ..
Co b * of phase, angle' between V and 0*765 ;
#• * • • • * * * *■ ■ V eno. lo o *C‘39
Of these 'quantities, ¥g and, (v* * V^} are redundant and
the good.• agreement...between ;the' measured values'and those
obtained from the diagram are evidence of its accuracy. ■
The latter.vslue®'are shown In brackets in the'©bov© .
table* Arr additional cheolK is. given by the phase angle
between supply and' output voltages,' V and v^, which angle
0
in. the vector diagram Is 91*4 •- The angle should b©
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about 90r>.
Inspection of the vector diagram of figure 45 shows
that'the secondary current of the phase shifting
transformer (1^) 1© mm 11 compared with.the primary
current .(1^ )# the latter being nearly all magnetising
current./ In order to get a .simplified equivalent
circuit, 'this transformer .sight .be considered to be
a mutual inductance with open circuited secondary.
the vector diagram shows that the secondary voltage .of
this transformer (V^) lag© the current In the resistance
(X2) by.'practically 90°, the actual value being 37s#
giving additional Justification for the simplified circuit.
A .further simplification Is obtained by. ignoring the 
•*
resistance of the primary of this transformer, so that
the. equivalent mutual Inductance .has self inductance but
no resistance In It's primary. „ The angle between the
transformer primary voltage (V^) e**d the current (Ig) is 
,4^ (
actually 77°. :
The simplified circuit :an& its vector diagram are 
shown in Figure 46. The loci of the various .voltages 
are now circles, these loci being shown in the figure.'
The voltage vectors are drawn for the condition giving 
90° phase displacement between supply and output _voltages 
(full line), and also for changes in frequency of plus 
and minus 15 per cent.
It la' interesting to eo taps re this method /of 
phase .splitting with the arrangement of capacitance
and resistance i n .series with the quadrature isolating 
transformer. The rate of change of phase angle with ■ 
frequency for the condenser and' mutual inductance 
systems has been worked out, .employing the symbolic ‘ 
method. It was assumed that the - isolating.transformer 
used with condenser phase splitting would - require the 
same' voltage and'current input (V^ and X^ ,. fig..45) as- 
the actual transformer supplied with the Gall 
potentiometer. ' ' The values'of rate of'change of 
phase angle with frequency for the two cases' are ' 
0*017 radians per cycle for the mutual inductance • 
circuit and O.OXSf radians - per cycle-for'the condenser 
circuit, a result which is rather surprising as the 
mutual'. Inductance .1® generally supposed to be superior 
in respoctof frequency variation, fhe very small 
advantage which.the mutual Inductance method 
possesses with regard to phase angle changes is offset 
by slightly larger changes in Quadrature voltage with 
frequency. '
